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ED IT OR IAL D EP AR T M EN T NOT E
T h e t er m "cost control" has become qu ite fa milia r to the industrial
accountant. Usually he thinks of control as a method or system
whereby actual performa nce is checked against standa rd of budgeted
figures and differences a ccou nted for. Bu t this is only the ma chinery
for control; real control of costs must rest with individuals. T he
accounting execu tive who is responsible for the machinery by which
it is possible to control costs, normally has little to do with actually
controlling expenditures. In the last analysis a large proportion of
cost expenditures is of the type which must be controlled throu gh
foremen and service department heads. Your purchasing department
may control the purchase of material, and your stores' department,
its issuances, your personal depa rtment may control the hiring and
training of direct and indirect labor, your various execu tives may
ma k e the contracts a nd commitments which resu lt in overhead cha rges,
but it is the foreman who combines these elements of cost into the
finished product, and it is at this point of usa ge tha t control is most
necessary and advantageous.
This point is well - illustrated by Joseph E. Simmons in his article
on "Ma k ing Budgetary Control Effective in the Fa ctory." After
gra du ating from the University of Michigan in 1917, Mr. Simmons
spent two years overseas as a First Lieu tenant in the U. S. Arm y.
Upon retu rning to this country he entered public accounting in New
York City, spending four years with Hu rdma n & Cra nston and a nother four yea rs with Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery. T hen
followed a ye a r a s Chief Accou ntant for Kra ft- Phenix Cheese Corp.,
New York, at the end of which Mr . Simmons took up his present
du ties a s Chief C ost Accou nta nt o f the Arrow -Ha rt & Hegenmer Co.,
a position which he ha s held for over six yea rs. Mr. Simmons is a
member of the Ha rtford Chapter and has served as its Director of
Member Attendance.
T he second article in this Bulletin carries forwa rd the idea of the
importance of the foreman in cost control, the specific subject being
"Ma intena nce Cost and Control." T he a u th or of t his a rti cl e i s Fra nk
Klein, who was at one time Field Au ditor of Income T a x with the
Bureau of Interna l Revenue. Fo r the past twelve years Mr. Klein
has been connected with the Worthington Pu mp & Machinery Corp.,
serving as Tra veling Auditor, Chief Wor k s Accountant, and, since
1927, as Director of Budgets. In this last position he has designed
and supervised the installation of a complete budget throughout all
pla nts a nd divisions of the Company's activities. Mr. Klein ha s been
most active in the work of the New York Chapter, and has served
a s a Director. He i s a t pre sen t a memb er of t he P u bli c Affa i rs C ommittee of the New Y ork Ch a pter. He ha s contr ibu ted in th e pa st to a
nu mber of technica l a nd tra de jou rna ls a nd ha s been a spea ker before
several of our cha pters.
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MAKING

BUDGETARY

CONTROL EFFECTIVE IN
TH E FACTO RY

By Joseph E. Simmons, Chief Cost Accountant
Arrow -Hart & Hegenmer Co., Hartford, Conn.
has been said and written about budgets, the establishM UCH
ing of normals and the furnishing of expense targets at which
factory organizations should shoot. This is the preliminary work
necessary to provide data for control of expenditures, but unless
there is a persistent follow -up of the individuals incurring expense,
the control and savings the budget provides for will not be effected.
Therefore, it is well to consider what practical means are available to really make the budget work and do what it is supposed
to do.
The backbone of any budget is anticipated sales and it is assumed for the purposes of this paper that the total manufacturing
expense budget is prepared from production planned in accordance
with anticipated sales. It can be ascertained from past experience
the relationship of controllable expense to production and an accurate variable budget can be prepared from this information.
The budgeted manufacturing expense can then be departmentalized
by factory operating departments and definite responsibility placed
with the individual foreman or chief of service department. These
are the men who actually spend the money; the men whom we
expect to live up to their budgets.
Basis for Applying Expense
The productive or direct labor hour or cost is usually selected as
the measuring stick of expense in each operating department. If
the concern is on a standard cost basis, the unit of measurement
should be the standard direct labor. The variability of expense
is measured against this direct labor base. Budgeting the direct
labor is the first step in setting up the budget for manufacturing
expense. This can be done by relating each department's direct
labor contribution to the product. Then the relationship of each
controllable expense item to direct labor is worked out. The average rate of each item to direct labor should be established for a
period representing as nearly normal conditions as possible. The
rate for each item applied against the direct labor will give the
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amount to set up as the budget for each controllable expense item
and the total will be the departmental budget. This budget should
in all cases be set so that it is possible by effort and intelligence
not only to meet it but to better it. If the goal is easy to reach
it will undoubtedly become a joke. It should represent excellent
past performance with a shade on the low side to provide an incentive and a challenge to improve upon it.

Checking-tip with the Foremen
After the departmental budget has been established the next
point is to make certain that the expenditures are not in excess
without a good and sufficient reason —in short, to make the budget
effective. As a rule the foreman is responsible for all expenditures
actually made exclusively for his department. Such expenditures
do not include items for the factory as a whole and spread departmentally on a proportion basis. Expenditures made for the
entire plant are the responsibility of the service department chief.
Each department head should know definitely what his budget
figures are and just how they are made up so there will be a clear cut distinction between the items of expense. The foreman incurs
the largest portion of expenditures made in the factory and he
becomes, therefore, the definite point at which factory expense
control must function.
In order to keep the foreman advised of how close he is coming
to his budget and provide guidance for improving performance
he must be furnished with frequent and prompt reports that give
a simple, easily understood picture of just what his department is
doing. He should be given a weekly, or daily report, if necessary,
showing how his actual expenses compare with the budget. On
this report should be shown the budget in dollars and cents compared with the actual expenditures for each item and the increase
above or decrease below the budget. The budgeted direct labor
should appear compared to the actual direct labor. This is the
"measuring stick" representing productive activity in the department.
This plan can be used with either a variable or a fixed budget.
If a variable budget is used, each budget figure should be fluctuated from period to period as production rises or falls as reflected
by the direct labor. If a fixed budget is used, one where the items
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remain unchanged, there should appear on the report the ratio
of increase or decrease in actual direct labor as compared to the
budgeted direct labor. This ratio should in turn be compared to
the ratio of increase or decrease in actual expense to budgeted
expense. The comparison of these ratios will indicate with production fluctuations whether or not the budget is being met. In some
cases the fixed budget is preferred to obtain simplicity and to have
figures presented in such a way as to be easily understood by factory men. Also, where there are several departments involved, the
preparation of weekly reports with changing budget figures becomes an undue burden of detail. The main object is to keep both
ratios of expense and production in line. If there is a decline
in production, the variable expenses should be kept close to the
same proportion; if there is an increase in production, the proportion of increase in variable expenses should be kept as much
under the increase in production as possible.
Reports to Foremen
If production increases it is usually easier to meet or beat the
budget due to the fact that even with controllable expense a much
increased production can be sustained at a corresponding lesser
expenditure for overhead. On the other hand, it requires real
effort and intelligence to keep the expense ratio in line with declining production.
Only expenses over which the foreman has direct control should
be included on the foreman's report. Such expenses would be:
i. Indirect Labor:
a. Supervision
b. Factory clerical
c. Inspection
d. Die setting
e. Floormen (Service to operators)
f. Weighers
g. Sweepers
a. Repairs to tools
3. Repairs to machinery
4. Manufacturing supplies
5. Light, heat and power
6. Spoilage
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The above account titles are given as examples only. The captions would necessarily agree with the conditions in the particular
plant involved. In general the report should take the following
form:
BANKING DEPARTMENT
WEEK ENDING MARCH 10, 1934
Budget
Actual
Increase Decrease
Standard Direct Labor.......... $1,500
$1,800
$300
Expense
Indirect Labor:
Supervision ............... $ 100
Factory Clerical . . . . . . . . . . .
30
Inspection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
Die Setting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300
Floormen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Weighers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
Swee pe rs . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
20

$ 105
28
78
320
55
38
19

$ 5

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$ 615

$ 643

$ 33

Repa irs to Tools ... .... ... ... ...
Repairs to Machinery...........
Manufacturing Supplies . . . . . . . .
Light, Heat and P owe r . . . . . . . . .
Spoilage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

100
25
15
50
30

110
24
18
55
32

10

Total Expense . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$ 835

$ 882

$ 53

$2
3
20
5
2
1
$5
1

3
5
2
$6

$47

Net over Budget ............
Ratio of Increase in Production
over Budget . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ratio of Increase in Expense over
Budget . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20%
5.6%

It can be said that the foreman in the above instance did a
fairly good job by keeping his expenses down to only a 5.6% increase with production stepped up to 20 % above the budget.
Tie -in with Master Budget
The totals of all the departmental reports would make up the
master budget for the factory. These reports should be in agreement with the master statement including all manufacturing expenses and set up in the same parallel manner as the foremen's
reports in order to show the effect in total of the individual effort
in each department. The master statement should be submitted
to the factory superintendent supported by copies of each departmental report, thus furnishing the supporting details for the totals.
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The individual reports will indicate any variance from the total
budget.
At this point comes the effective control of the factory budget.
The budget will become a useful tool to factory management only
to the extent that the superintendent gives the matter his undivided
attention and support. He is the man that must furnish the sustaining persistence to keep the foremen up to the standard set by
the budget. That he must thoroughly understand the underlying
basis on which the budget was set, goes without saying. He should
have had an important part in the preparation of the budget itself.
This knowledge of budget preparation is necessary so he can judge
whether, upon complaint of a foreman, any budget item is sufficient to meet the requirements of a department.
When the reports are published he should take up with the
foremen concerned each case where the budget has not been met,
determining, in each case, the reasons for falling short. More
than anything else he must impress upon the foremen that the
budget means business. In each case where the reasons for over budget amounts are inadequate he must make sure that corrective
measures are immediately set in motion to prevent recurrence
and that by thorough follow -up, either by the superintendent personally or through competent delegated authority, the foreman is
not allowed to slacken in constant effort to keep his expenditures
in line. The success of the factory budget depends to a very
large extent on the inspiration the superintendent gives his foremen to take their budget seriously and use every means in their
power to beat it. He will find his job of handling details will be
simplified tremendously and that adequate control of expenses
will be obtained with a minimum expenditure of individual effort.
Preparation of Budget Reports
The actual preparation of the budget and the submitting of
weekly reports should be entrusted to a group of the clerical personnel where the necessary data is prepared. This group should
be given the responsibility of making these reports and submitting
the necessary details explaining the make -up of the figures and the
causes of the increases and decreases. Such work is properly the
function of the cost section of the accounting department and
should be performed by persons familiar with factory methods and
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with the knack of explaining figures in a clear, simple way to
factory men. This kind of work should not be given to those who
emphasize unduly accounting method and form. All possible assistance should be rendered to the foremen to get at the facts no
matter how detailed or minute the necessary information might be.
Relation to Incentive Plan
Incentives relative to the budget to assist in making control
effective are often employed successfully. In general, such incentives allow savings in excess of the budget to be shared with
the foremen or others responsible for the savings. It is obvious
that the interest of department heads can be most effectively
secured through the pay envelope. However, incentives handled
in this way place a very grave responsibility on those who set
the budget since payments for bonuses depend on the accuracy of
the budget.
Assuming that the budget is set correctly, it is a comparatively
easy matter to combine an incentive plan with budgetary control.
Where the ability of the foreman is put into play to reduce expenses below the budget, the company should share with him the
improvement in profits which it would not have secured otherwise.
The budget measures the operating standards that the company
expects from the foremen under normal conditions and for which
the company is willing to pay the foremen their salaries. Any
improvement over these standards secured through the individual
effort of the foremen should be reflected in a bonus, dependent
upon the amount, kind and permanency of the saving.
On the contrary, if the foreman is constantly over his budget
the company should take steps to replace him, cut his salary or
demote him. Such a possibility should be made known to the foremen and held in reserve as a potential threat, with however as
little emphasis as possible and for the purpose only of obtaining
maximum cooperation and as a means of bringing recalcitrants
into line. Such a method should be used only after the budget
has been proved to represent a true measure of conditions in the
department.
Budgetary Goal a Real Incentive
Usually satisfactory results may be obtained without resorting
to a cash bonus for incentives. To the average foreman who
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takes pride in his department and is loyal to the concern for which
he works, a budget to meet and beat is a powerful incentive for
him to improve the record of his department. With a guide to
the direction in which his department is headed the budget gives
the foreman a personal interest he never had without a budget.
A stimulus is provided to do better than the other foreman in
the plant. The budget gives his work the absorbing interest of
a game and the satisfaction of beating a standard set for him.
These incentives operate even though it is deemed inadvisable to
install a cash bonus plan, and they can well be used during the
period of operating a static budget while leading up to the time
when a more satisfactory variable budget can properly be used.
Before expense budgets came to be generally used in factory
control it was considered good management to keep the foremen in
the dark about any figures relative to factory operations. To make
the budget effective it is quite obvious that each foreman should
receive complete information about the controllable expenses in
his department. The idea of expecting competent supervision
and control of his department by the foreman without giving him
figures to guide him has been refuted in modern factory management. The foremen should be taken into complete confidence
in regard to all figures relative to controllable expenses, otherwise
the men who can most effectively control factory expense are
handicapped by lack of intelligent direction.
Development of Normal Ratios
There should be a definite connecting link between the foreman
and the superintendent and between the superintendent and the
general manager in order to crystallize the detail necessary for
each foreman to a point of contact representing the whole so the
manager can pass upon the results as to whether or not they are
up to standard. This can most readily and effectively be accomplished through the preparation of normals as the basis of the
budget. These normals are most readily represented by ratios of
expense to production. Ratios accurately indicate the trend and
are easily understood. These ratios should be developed from a
period representing the average or mean conditions of operating
results. They should represent a "cross section' of factory operating expenses. They should be built up from past experience
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and thus indicate actual accomplishment. From these normals can
be obtained the measure of what it should cost the company for its
various expense items. Current performance should be measured
against the normals and if current ratios are higher than normal
it can be easily shown that the factory is not meeting the standard.
This is usually a very forceful method of approach because it
means measuring current results against actual accomplishment
and the usual argument that the budget is too low cannot be substantiated.
The reverse condition, when current ratios are lower than normal, has an attendant salutary effect on bolstering factory morale
to meet and beat the budget. When excellent or reasonable accomplishment represented by normals is held up to the factory
organization as the goal to reach, improvement over the normals
gives confidence and pride. This is the kind of spirit that should
be compensated by sharing the results of economy by incentives.
In any plant the maximum ratio of expense to production to
allow under normal conditions should be known. Beyond this
point expense should not be allowed to exceed. Each variable
expense item should have its normal ratio to production detailed
in such a way that the normals for each department are known.
In this way the factory superintendent can hold each foreman to
standard, and in his review of the whole expense structure the
general manager can hold the superintendent to the standards for
the entire plant.

Effectof N.R.A.
With the National Recovery Act has conic a new problem of
maintaining the effectiveness of an operating budget. The reasons
are first, minimum wage provisions, and, second, the activity of
labor organizations. Up to the time that new labor provisions were
written in the codes and given legal support, the tendency of wages
was downward. The factory organization had complete control
of what these wage payments would be. If the budget was not
met, the foreman either laid off help, put men on part time or
staggered their working hours to spread the available work. or
cut hourly rates. Now, with minimum wages and union activities
it is not so easy to make labor bear the brunt of economy. This
new condition makes the determination of normals more necessary
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and more valuable. After careful preparation of normals based on
past performance making allowance for the increased wages under
the codes, the factory organization and labor representatives should
confer and review the methods used to prepare the normals of
labor expenditure. After going over the ground thoroughly, there
should be an agreement between the two groups as to the standard
expense ratios involving labor to maintain. As production varies
up or down it should be understood that the labor cost is to fluctuate within the limits established and agreed upon as normal.
Labor should be consulted as to the fairest ways to stagger help
or distribute work where it is most needed, giving due weight to
the retention of the most efficient men on the job. It is much easier
to hire men than fire them. During periods of increasing production the taking on of new help should be planned with great discretion so that when work is again slack the hardship of lay -off
will be minimized and labor discontent obviated as much as possible. Malting the budget effective during these times is a real
challenge to any factory organization.
In brief the success of the factory budget depends on:
i. Setting a workable budget that requires intelligence and
effort to meet and beat.
2. Giving the heads of departments data to guide them by
simple adequate reports.
3. Holding the men responsible to standards by close follow
up.
4. Providing incentives if necessary.
5. Providing management with effective facts indicating results of budget. This can be accomplished by carefully
prepared "normals."
6. Working closely with labor organizations to secure cooperation.
The successful manufacturing company will find in a well organized budget a tool that is constantly working for its own advantage and for the benefit of the men it employs.
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M AINTENANCE CO STS AND CONTROL
By Frank Klein, Director of Budgets,
Worthington Pump & Machinery Corp., Harrison, N. J.
FEW weeks ago I visited a large, paper - making plant in CanA ada
to review the forms of cost and budget control in use
there. While it would be difficult to conceive of two manufacturing
organizations processing two such widely divergent products as
paper and heavy machinery, we did find that both the paper and
the machinery business had a number of points in common, and
that we were both attempting to accomplish the same things.
For instance, both organizations have the same objective —
the preservation and accumulation of their capital through the
elimination of operating losses and the creation of profits.
Then again, human nature is fundamental, and men act pretty
much the same in any industry under a given set of conditions.
In oth er wor ds, ma na gement , in i ts broad sen se, ha s pr et ty
much the same problems in any industry, and it is only in the
detailed application of methods th at th e difference lies. So,
while our discussion will revolve largely around the methods
that have been applied to the machinery building business, I am
sure you will find that most of them can be cut and trimmed to fit
equally well into the forms of your own organization.

Definition
In our consideration of maintenance costs it may be well to review briefly just what they are. For our purposes, maintenance
costs may be described as the expenses incurred to repair and to
partially renew plant and equipment to overcome wear and tear
and deterioration. Maintenance refers wholly to the physical condition of the property and its upkeep, and is not directly related
to the factor of obsolescence which occurs when progress or development in the art makes it economically necessary to replace
certain equipment. Our discussion therefore will cover methods
for controlling the cost of work performed to restore the property
to its original point of usefulness. No doubt as we proceed you
790
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will note that some of the factors of control can also be applied to
other plant expenses and costs.
Factors Affecting Maintenance Costs
One of the most time - honored methods of judging the propriety
of maintenance costs is to compare them with those of the past.
Even if past costs were at their most efficient minimum, which in
all probability they were not, there are still a number of factors
which distort a comparison with the present. For instance, maintenance costs in any period will be affected by:
i . The condition of the property at the beginning of the period.
We need to consider whether maintenance work has been
continued so that the plant is in good condition, or whether
it has been deferred for a more opportune time with the result that the present period must stand more than its normal
share of cost.
2. The policy with respect to upkeep or maintenance of the property during the present period. To the extent that the policy
changes from one period to another, the amount of work to
be performed will, of course, also change.
3. The amount of use to which the equipment is subjected.
While certain property, such as buildings, fences, sprinkler
systems, etc., are practically unaffected by the rate of operating activities, there are certain machines and other facilities
which wear and require maintenance in direct proportion to
the amount of product processed.
4. The open market costs of materials and labor used on maintenance work. A drop of io% or 2o°fo in certain labor or
material costs is possible in falling markets like those of two
or three years ago, and you are all familiar with the rising
costs of supplies and labor during the past year.
It is apparent that provision must be made for each of these
changes that affect costs, or a comparison of two periods will be
of little use to management. But even if all these conditions were
considered, the resulting figures would give only a comparison of
relative efficiency between two periods, with no indication of the
real efficiency of either period. It is obvious that mere overall
comparisons between periods will mean little as a measure of con -
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trol. Furthermore, the expenditures will then be long past, and
like so much water over the dam.
Bases of Maintenance Control
The time to control maintenance costs is when they occur, and
this can only be done if plans are made in advance for such control.
Furthermore, there must be a systematic means for including all
such expenditures throughout the plant, and whenever made, so
that every dollar of expense may be subjected to the same form
of scrutiny and responsibility. To accomplish this, departmental
budgets should be established, based on the various rates of activity
to which the equipment is likely to be subjected, and later, job
orders based on cost estimates or time studies should be issued
for such major repair jobs as would warrant such special attention.
Prerequisites to Budgeting
Before proceeding with a consideration of a budget, suppose
we give some thought to the manner in which maintenance costs
are reported in the accounts, for we intend to utilize the regular
statements of the accounting department, to avoid extra work, or
duplication of effort.
It is certainly desirable from an accounting, as well as a budget,
standpoint to have an adequate classification of maintenance expenditures by type or class of equipment. Unless reasonably detailed accounts are used for report purposes, there will be an excessive need for reference back to the original expense tickets for
information. If, however, sufficiently detailed explanations of accounts are carried on the regular reports these will usually suffice
to bring to the mind of the responsible supervisor the nature of
work performed, and its cost to him.
If you will r efer t o Form i, you will see that we provide II
classifications for maintenance, shown as items 40 to 50. Such
classifications will vary radically with different organizations or
industries, but the principle of showing the various kinds of equipment, and consequent property worked on should be followed.
Another prerequisite to effective budgeting is the manner in
which expenses are reported by departments. For ordinary accounting purposes, expenses are frequently recorded by major
function or departmental groups. For instance, our entire ma-
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chine shop performing various machining operations, and located
in several adjoining shop buildings, under the supervision of various departmental supervisors or foremen, was once classified as
machining, under the accounting number go. From a financial
standpoint this satisfactorily accounted for all expenditures in that
division, but from a control standpoint, it was necessary to subdivide this department into separate sub- departments according
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to each supervisor's responsibility. This did not mean a change in
the accounting classification, but merely a refinement of it. For
instance, Foreman Smith's department was designated yoA, Foreman Brown's 9oB, and so on. In this manner, if it were ever
necessary or desirable to compare current expenses with periods
prior to the subdivision, it was only necessary to combine the various go accounts.
What these segregations of responsibility should be in your own
organization will be dictated by the physical layout of the plant as
well as the type of men who are supervising it. Ordinarily, the
more foremen that you can bring into direct responsibility for a
budget, the greater concentration you will get on all the small expenditures that so often are lost sight of in the major departmental
expenses.

Establishing a Budget

Soto

Having provided an adequate classification of accounts, and having decided upon the departmental responsibility of each supervisor and foreman for budget purposes, we are ready to establish
the maintenance expense standards. For this purpose, suppose we
take a copy of Form I, and go to the first productive department
on our list. This happens to be Foreman Smith's department, containing 35 productive machines, with motors, and certain other
auxiliary equipment. If the regular working hours are 40 per
week, the productive output of the department as measured in
direct man or machine hours, will be 40 x 35 or 1 4 0 0 direct hours
per week at ioo per cent capacity. This figure would be placed on
the top line in the final column to designate the department's capacity to produce if working the full working week on all equipment.
The operating capacity would then be stepped down in steps of say,
to cover the probable range of operations during the coming
period. In this case we have assumed that the department will
work between 5o and i00 0fo of capacity. If the probable range
were other than this, provision could of course be made to cover
it instead of that shown on the sheet.
We have now determined the capacity of the department, and
are ready to establish expense standards for the various rates of
activity, so that no matter what rate of operating capacity the de-
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partment may be working, a suitable standard of maintenance
expense will be provided. The first step then is to review each
class of equipment with Foreman Smith, explaining to him that
he will be held responsible for the amount of money incurred by his
department for any purpose whatever, and that he will naturally
be judged by his ability to conduct his department on an economical
basis. It should be made plain to foremen that their job is not
alone getting out production, but getting it out on a profitable basis,
because the object of all business must of necessity be to conduct
its activities on a profitable basis.
A review of the present condition of the machine equipment
will show its probable need for repairs, particularly of a major
nature, and the foreman's past experience will indicate the probable normal repairs over a year's period. These will probably be
given by the foreman in terms of this kind of repair, or replacement of that part, and must then be interpreted by us, and possibly
in collaboration with the foreman of maintenance, into terms of
money. When this is done, which will probably be right in the department with Foreman Smith, the amount of money will be inserted in the capacity column nearest the average past operations
on which the foreman bases his experience. If, as is likely, the
wear and tear on the machines is proportionate to the amount of
their use, the allowance or standard will be increased or decreased
proportionately with the change in activity. If, for instance, the
estimated cost of machine tool maintenance is $2,184 for the year
at 75 per cent capacity, the allowance will be reduced to a weekly
standard of $42, and this allowance increased or decreased as
shown on this sheet. Motors will then be reviewed in the same
way, probably with the foreman of electricians, and allowances
similarly provided. Guards and railing, electric lights, sprinkler
systems, and the like which do not vary with capacity worked will,
of course, require one fixed allowance at all capacities. When all
items of equipment in the department have been reviewed and
maintenance standards provided, there are totaled to show the
aggregate estimated expense at any rate of activity. Dependent
upon the department and the type of equipment, it will be found
that some department's expenses will vary almost directly in proportion to production, while others will be practically the same
regardless of operating output.
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Comparison with Actual and Follow -Up

When the budget, as shown on Form i, has been completed and
approved by the proper plant executive, a copy is given the foreman as his guide, and one furnished the budget clerk for use in
compiling the current reports.
One of the most essential elements in control of expenditures is
the prompt preparation of a report showing the nature and amount
of all such expenses as compared with the budget. If these can be
prepared during the week following expenditures they are much
more helpful to the foreman in recalling the details of the work,
and in taking the necessary corrective steps.
Promptly at the end of the report period, whether it be weekly
or monthly, the direct hours worked in each department are determined, and by relating them to the r 0 0 % hours, the rate of
operating capacity worked in each department is calculated, and
written on the top of a form similar to Form a. The allowance
for the stated capacity as shown on Form i is then placed in the
budget column, and the actual expenditures shown in the proper
column.
This information is shown for the week, and also accumulated
for the period. Any large deviations are noted at the time of
preparation of the report by the budget clerk, and their detail
noted on the reverse side of the sheet. Frequently what will appear
like a large expenditure for one weekly period will equalize itself
over a period of time. For this reason the cumulative figures mast
always be considered along with the current ones.
The reports are then taken to the foreman by the budget clerk,
who may also take along with him the original accounting tickets
to answer any questions raised by the foremen.
Possibly a duplicate set of the reports will be furnished the general plant executive, for his follow -up of any unusual expenditures.
The follow -up may be in the form of a call by the superintendent
to the foreman's department to discuss individually the figures
shown on the budget report, or there may be a short meeting in
the shop office once a week to discuss jointly the problems of expense control, or there may be periodic meetings as the occasion
would seem to warrant, each dependent upon the methods preferred by the particular management.
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Psychology of Maintenance Control

So far we ha ve b ee n ta lk in g ab ou t th e me ch an ical r ou ti ne for
control of maintenance costs. This, like any other form of manageme nt con tr ol , ca n be e ffe ct ive on ly i n so fa r as t he t hought s an d
acts of t he op er at in g men ar e mod ifie d b y it . How t h e n ca n t h e
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application of the budget principle change the viewpoints of the
responsible supervisors?
One of the first results of discussing a maintenance budget with
a foreman is to make him price conscious. When the standards
are first set, it is frequently a revelation to the foreman to know
the amount that has been ordinarily spent by his department. Then
as the weekly reports come to him detailing the costs of the various
repair jobs, and comparing them with the standards, he gets another insight into the costs of maintenance, and it is not long before he is able to judge in terms of dollars, as well as in terms
of stated maintenance work, the requirements of various repair
jobs. When this occurs, he is not only more appreciative of the
amount of waste that may be due to improper handling of equipment under his supervision, but he is in a much better position to
judge of the propriety of charges made against him for repairs in
his department. To put it another way, he is a more discriminating
buyer of the labor and materials used for his repairs, when he is
familiar with their value.
Another change in the foreman's viewpoint occurs in the feeling
of responsibility which he acquires when a separate grouping is
made of his expenses, and when he learns that every expense incurred in his department is charged up against him. He no longer
feels that it is no concern of his if an electrician, under some other
supervisor's control, spends an unduly long time in making some
slight motor or other repair to his equipment. He realizes that the
net result will be a reflection on him through a large maintenance
cost on his budget report. As a matter of fact, the small form
shown as Form 3 was developed as a result of a number of requests by departmental supervisors that they be given some means
for better controlling the maintenance charges made against them.
They stated that they signed all material disbursement tickets for
supplies charged against them and that they initialed all labor
tickets for men in their employ, but that both materials and labor
could be charged against them for maintenance work without their
approval, or even knowledge, until they later found it on their
budget report. To give the foreman control over this feature, the
maintenance department was furnished with a supply of these
forms, and when any man reports to a department to make repairs,
he brings an order with him specifying the work to be done and
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reports to the foreman, who notes the starting time. When the
job is finished the foreman approves the ticket and notes for his
own information the elapsed time, and if he feels that it is excessive, takes it up imediately with the maintenance foreman.
Still another effect of the regular weekly expense reports is to
focus the minds of men upon them, with the result that the combined efforts of 15 or zo men have succeeded in stopping or reducing many small expenses, which result could not have been attained in any other way.
By far the major portion of repair work about a plant consists
of small jobs of varying nature at posibly widely scattered points.
It is natural that under these conditions the supervisor of maintenance cannot adequately control all his men all the time. An excess half hour or hour spent by a man on each of a dozen jobs a
week, can easily be lost sight of by any one except each of the foremen buying this labor. That is why we advocate control of expense
at its source —at the point at which it occurs. If this is properly
done, there is no need to worry about the cost of maintenance—
every foreman is looking after it along with the other costs of his
department. In other words, every foreman is a buyer of maintenance labor, and as these buyers purchase less, there are opporORDER NO.,

MACH. NO.

DATE ORDERED

OATS COMPLETED
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tunities for curtailment. Sometimes the complaint of a foreman
about the amount charged against him will show that there is insufficient work for the total men employed, and that they are
spreading their time over the few available jobs. These conditions
which might exist indefinitely without an effective control, are
discovered almost immediately through the proper use of the
budget.
Major Rep air Jobs

The procedure which we have been discussing covers all maintenance work throughout the plant, both large and small. However,
in the case of large repair jobs it is necessary to obtain the approval of the general management by means of an appropriation
request. This should be prepared in a detailed way with the various principal items of cost listed as a result of a study by the maintenance foreman and a time study man, and checked by the foreman. After approval, this becomes the control figure for the job,
although the actual expenditures after being accumulated against
the appropriation, would be transferred to the expense of the department in which the work is done. Therefore while a separate
cost estimate would be developed for major jobs warranting them,
the principle of charging the cost against the foreman responsible
would be followed in these as in all other repair expenditures.
Summa ry f or M ai nt en an ce For eman

With all plant maintenance costs allocated to the departments for
which the work is done, and with each departmental supervisor or
foreman fully informed as to his maintenance budget, and the
actual costs charged against him for the week, and year to date, it
was found desirable to make a summary of all maintenance costs
for the use of the general superintendent and the foreman of maintenance. This was simply a list showing the total maintenance
budget and actual for the week, and period to date. This served to
show how closely the entire maintenance department was remaining within its budgeted allowance throughout the plant, and further
drew attention to any department which appeared out of line, after
which the individual departmental sheet could be referred to for
details.
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Cost of Accumulating Data
It may have occurred to you, during this discussion, that we have
been providing for a lot of additional routine, and that the cost
of accumulating it would more than offset any savings possible
through maintenance. However, we have merely been talking
about converting the usual accounting reports so as to serve management effectively in its direct control of operations. As a matter
of fact, there is no reason why every report adapted for this purpose cannot be made to replace one or more reports accumulated
for a purely accounting purpose. For instance, I recall three separate reports compiled monthly for accounting purposes, which
were replaced by two budget reports, one of which is the weekly
report we have discussed here, and the other, a monthly summary
of these weekly reports. So far as the effort required to compile
these reports is concerned, it matters little whether the entire
month's expense tickets are summarized at the month end, or if
one - quarter of the amount is compiled each week. So you will see
that we are not talking about superimposing a budget system upon
the present accounting system, but rather that we shall accumulate
the accounting information in the form which will be most helpful
to the operating men, in addition to serving its purpose for financial statements. About the only work that is really additional to
the usually necessary accounting data, is the preparation of the
maintenance standards, or budgets. This work in a large plant will
normally take three or four weeks of one man's time each year,
and can also be made time well spent in teaching the foremen some
of the financial aspects of their operations.
Closing
You will note that throughout this discussion I have stressed the
value of the budget plan as a training influence upon the men re -,
sponsible for expenditures. In other words, the effectiveness of a
maintenance budget is not what it does, but the influence it has
on what the men do. Without it, there is a vague desire to reduce
costs but without a plan; with it, a definite responsibility is assigned to the individual, and actual performance is then measured
against this responsibility. It is the old maxim for success applied
to maintenance costs —Plan the desired goal, and then drive
straight for it.
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